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CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
In order to provide food for thought in the conference, the Odysseus Network, the EMN-Finland and the
European Policy Centre (EPC) launch a call for contributions. Five preparatory workshops gathering policy
makers and stakeholders from all horizons and academia will be organised in Brussels in June 2019 to
review the draft papers that will be discussed in the conference. The topics of these preparatory workshops
follow the program of the conference, the human rights of migrants being a transversal concern:
Preparatory Workshop
Agenda setting at EU level & institutional and financial framework
(in particular agencies)
Preparatory Workshop
Partnership with third countries

Preparatory Workshop
A common European Asylum System
(including solidarity)

Preparatory Workshop
Fair treatment of third-country nationals
(legal migration and integration)

Preparatory Workshop
Management of migration flows
(fight against irregular migration:
databases and return)

All interested institutions (ministries, agencies, regions, cities,…) and organisations (NGOs, trade unions,
international organisations, political parties, research centers, companies,…) from the public or private
sector as well as individuals (members of Parliament, academics, consultants, advisers,… ) can contribute
to these preparatory workshops by sending policy proposals regarding the future of EU migration and
asylum policies. Proposals should be precise and accompanied by an explanation of their added value.
Papers or reports that are already published, and which include recommendations, are also welcome.
• Contributions must be presented on the form that can be downloaded here except if they are
already published (in this case, they should be sent as an attachment by email to the
address below);
• The contributions that will be made available on the conference website should preferably
be sent in by 10 May via email: tampere2.0conference@gmail.com;
• You can send an email to the address above if you are interested to take part in the discussion
during a preparatory workshop;
• The organisers will invite some authors of contributions to take the floor in the workshop panels
in the conference.
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